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Kurganhimmash LLC
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Kurgankhimmash LLC is one of the leading Russian enterprises to design and manufacture technological equipment for oil gas 
production, oil gas refining, chemical, energy, metallurgic, -machine-building  and the other fields of production. The company 
implements development  of  technologies  for  different processes, implements design, installation, supervision, start  up  and 
commissioning operations. 
A unique manufacturing experience to  produce a specialized equipment of any degree of complexity, modern technological 
equipment and high qualified personnel  of  Kurgankhimmash LLC allows to implement modern technologies and expand the 
range  of manufacture actively.

Products of Kurganhimmash LLC  Kurgankhimmash LLC aims to meet all the requirements of its 
customers by constantly expanding the range and improving the 

Currently Kurgankhimmash manufactures over 2000 titles of technology of the products being manufactured. A high scientific and 
production. The range of products covers almost the entire variety of engineering technical potential which has been accumulated by 
typical and specialized equipment. Kurgankhimmash LLC for over 50 years lets the enterprise design and 
First of all it is the equipment for development of surface facilities of oil manufacture equipment in the highest level. 
and gas fields, repairs and service of main pipeline, oil tankers, and The enterprise has an engineering department which is focused to 
modular-equipment packages including utilization of the associated oil develop equipment with customer's specific conditions including 
gas. The enterprise also manufactures compressor, heat exchanging, modular equipment with elements of automation or a full complex of 
column and many kinds of equipment. Process Control System. 



The enterprise has: Vertical Steel Vessel Production
- Press and procuring equipment for manufacturing elliptic heads with In Kurgankhimmash a modern high technology production is created 
a diameter up to 3000 mm, shells with a diameter to 4000 mm and which lets produce steel and roll vessel metal structures compliant to 
thickness up to 100mm; the most strict requirements of the Russian and world standards. 
- Equipment for welding, control and machining operation of the Production of vertical steel structures was launched at full capacity in 
vessels with a diameter up to 4000mm and thickness to 110 mm made June 2006 and today is capable of providing output of tanks from 2200 
of carbon, corrosive resistant, heat resisting steels, titanium, to 3000 tons per month depending upon products. 
aluminum and bimetals; The production technology of vessels in Kurganhimmash LLC allows 
- Equipment for manufacturing vertical sheet by sheet and roll for using all of the existing methods of production of the like 
assembly tanks; constructions: 
- Portable expanding tools with a rated torque for expanding tubes - rolling assembly;
with a diameter up to 78 mm in heat exchangers; - sheet by sheet assembly;
- Equipment for heat treatment of products and their parts (furnaces, - combined assembly.
belt heat treatment, etc.); The enterprise also manufactures components for vessel structures.
- Hydraulic test rig to implement hydraulic tests with a pressure up to A manufacturing complex of vertical steel vessel production is 
30 MPa. equipped with modern high technological equipment. The rolling test 
The enterprise is capable of manufacturing machines and their parts bench made by the specialists of Kurganhimmash LLC lets implement 
with a weight up to 90 tons, volume up to 200 cubic meters for processing of the roll with dimensions 3o12 m with a thickness up to 
operations under pressure up to 16 MPa. 50 mm. In the production there are installed gas cutting machine 
Kurgankhimmash LLC invests greatly to develop and reconstruct Omnimat (manufactured by Messer, Germany), plate edge milling 
manufacturing facilities, purchasing of new equipment which is machine (made by Linsinger, Austria), four-high rolls, bandsaw 
capable of manufacturing products meeting the toughest requirements machines (made in Italy), blasting-painting line (manufactured by 
of customers as per the quality, economic efficiency and Wheelabrator Schlick, Germany).
environmental safety. 

Manufacturing and Technological Potential  

Kurgankhimmash LLC has the required production potential to manufacture high volume and mass equipment and capable to operate 
under a high pressure.
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VNIINEFTEMASH, Moscow Lengiproneftehim, St. Peterburg VNIIST, Moscow VNIPIneft, Moscow
Giprotruboprovod, Moscow, TSKBN GIAP, Moscow  PIRS, Omsk
JSC Gazprom, Podolsk NizhnevartovskNIPIneft, Nizhnevartovsk VNIPIgazdobycha, Saratov
Giprotyumenneftgaz, Tyumen KogalymNIPIneft, Kogalym TERM, Tyumen 
Omsknefthimproject, Omsk Noyabrsknegftegazproject, Noyabrsk BashNIPIneft, Ufa 
Niihimmash, Moscow TYumenNIIgiprogaz, Tyumen UfaNIPIneft, Ufa
TomskNIPIneft, Tomsk LenNIIHimmash, St. Petersburg , 

Scientific-Technical Potential of the Enterprise 

Products Quality Assurance 

Kurgankhimmash LLC pays much attention to the quality of the manufactured 
products. The enterprise has an accredited testing facility including mechanical 
testlab, testing lab and chemical lab. To control welded joints modern methods 
of quality control are used, among those are: 
- radiography;
- ultrasonic check;
- magnetic particle test;
- dye-penetrant examination and fluoroscopic flaw detection;
- hydraulic and pneumatic tests; 
- bend and tensile tests, macrostructure analysis.
 
Quality System Management
In the course of the years of its development the enterprise has come from 
arrangement of conventional methods of technical control to development and 
implementation of the quality management system (QMS) which is compliant 
with the international standards (first certified in 1999). Today QMS of 
Kurganhimmash LLC is compliant to the requirements of GOST R ISO 9001 -
2008 and STO Gazprom 9000 series. A certificate SRO # MRC - 191-436 is 
issued for installation, startup & commissioning operations and construction 
arrangement.
The products of the enterprise are certified in the GOST R certification system 
and are permitted for application by the Federal Service on Environmental, 
Technological and Nuclear Supervision. 

Kurgankhimmash LLC guarantees a high technical and technological level of products and services being rendered. The enterprise 
employs team of designers who have a considerable experience in development of a complex technological equipment which meets 
modern requirements to industrial and environmental safety and considers personal requirements of customers and peculiar 
features of objects. 
Engineering services of the plant develop designs of the objects, units and products with the usage of specialized software 
programs and modern technologies which allow execute documentation for the designed objects fast and effectively. 

The enterprise has a close collaboration with the leading design institutes and R&D companies, among those are:
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Modular Compressor Stations

Modular Compressor Stations (MCS) are designed to compress various MCS include gas contamination monitoring and forced air systems. The 
gases: atmospheric air, nitrogen, dry nitrogen, oil associated gas, flare equipment supplied in non-explosive proof version (control cabinets, etc.) 
gas, dry stripped gas, natural gas, propylene, ethylene, hydrogen, is mounted in the stipulated explosion-proof compartment. Design, 
propane, butane, methane, argon, etc. dimensions and equipment completeness of the station provide all-year 
Modular compressor stations (MCS) are self-contained completely ease of installation and repair. 
automated stations for operations at the temperature from - 60 °N to +50 Component list of the supplied NCS ranges up to 100 different models. 
°N. The stations are fabricated as welded frame panel heat insulated Such stations are customized and are constantly improvingand updating. 
enclosures. The stations are suitable for transportation by different kinds of 
transport for any distances. Cooling Systems.
If necessary these compressor units maybe supplied with quick mounting Ariel compressors do not require water cooling of cylinders. Gas may 
hangars. The stations have a noise and thermal isolation, all life support be intercooled or aftercooled by air cooler or with the help of shell 
systems in accordance with the existing norms. and tube heat exchangers.
The general purpose industrial version electric engine, ex-proofelectric 
engine (which does not require permanent inert gaspurging) of such MCS production efficiency is regulated by the following 
manufacturers like Siemens, ABB, Schneider Electric, etc. as well as by means: 
the Customer's request a Caterpillar or Waukesha gas piston engine may - drive rotation frequencychange;
be applied. - clearance volume change - application of variable and permanent 
For gas treatment MCS is complete with the following additional volume capacity regulators;
equipment:  receivers, gas separators, ventilation chambers, filtering - cylinder compression shut down;
equipment, condensate tanks, dryers with a dew point up to -70 °N, gas - bypassing;
cooling or heating equipment (air coolers, chillers, shell, tube and plate - inlet pressure control.
heat exchangers), etc.

Kurgankhimmash LLC manufactures modular compression equipment to compress various gases on the basis  of reciprocating and 
screw compressor units.    The equipment  is  used  in  oil gas producing, oil gas refining, energy and the other fields  of  production. 
Kurgankhimmash LLC  is  a  sole packager  of  Ariel compressors with  a  capacity  up to  3087  kW in  Russia. 
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Complex solutions  to prepare and process natural
and associated oil gas and gas condensate. 

Kurgankhimmash LLC specializes in complex projects and orders from a full set on a turnkey basis to any combinations: technical 
assignment – design and selection of the equipment for implementation of the technology, manufacturing and supply of the 
equipment, construction, installation, supervision, commissioning and startup operations, training and service maintenance.
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Kurgankhimmash LLC with the support of the leading scientificresearch Gas and gas condensate treatment and processing units and 
and design institutes of Russia offer to its customers a complete set of facilities are developed and manufactured by our enterprise as 
operations on accomplishing projects of treatment of natural and complete packages.
associated gas for transportation, gas processing and gas condensate The equipment packages of Kurgankhimmash LLC are ready to use (reel 
along with manufacturing of highly liquid end products. to reel installation on site is less than 5% of the whole scope of installation 

operations) and equipped with all the necessary systems and weight 
Within the scope of of complex projects we use the results of balanced to facilitate transportation and equipped with protective 
the newest scientific-research operations in the following transport devices. 
directions: All manufactured equipment has GOST R Certificate of Compliance 
- development of traditional processes of treatmentand processing of including explosive proof equipment for hazardous industrial objects of 
natural and oil gas, gas condensate with optimization of capital the Federal Service on Environmental, Technological and Nuclear 
investments and operational costs; Supervision (Rostekhnadzor).
- optimization and scaling of technologies of catalytic gas processing with 
reception of synthetic products in field conditions; Packaged  technologyadvantages:
- LIGT technology enhancement (hydrocarbon condensate gasification) in - supply of complete ready to use equipment ; 
order to increase the economic efficiency of entire production; - usage of complete packages designed and manufactured per GOST 
- development and update of design of mass exchanging and heat 9238-83;
exchanging equipment; - packages have dimensions which allow railroad delivery within the 
- economic modeling of technological processes. loading gauge; 

- weight of designed and mounted complete packages subject to above 
Kurgankhimmash LLC offers to its customers a complex requirements and conditions lets use typical handling devices 
engineering of the projects which includes: incorporated into standard equipment of railway stations of the Russian 
- front-end design and feasibilty study of investment into permanent Federation;
works; - improvement of delivery and cost of construction;
- design basis development; - capability of mounting at low temperatures;
- integrated engineering surveys; - placement of the main technological equipment in closed packages (if 
- entire design and detailed design; necessary);
- development of non-standard equipment; - standard spares availability;
- execution of design documentation for manufacturing equipment - main equipment is manufactured in Russian Federation;
including ready to use process packages; - complete cycle of installation and commissioning & startup operations;
- receipt of necessary approvals; - service operational maintenance;
- project support including: as-built documentation development, - low liquid fund.
operational documentation development, site plot plan support, Gas and gas condensate treatment and processing facilities and units of 
accompanying of design documentation in expert and supervision Kurganhimmash LLC are designed and manufactured based on optimal 
authorities (state expert examination of project documentation, safety solutions on capital investments and operational costs in each instance. At 
expert review and project sanitary protection area appraisal); that reliable and proven technologies with application of maximum 
- manufacturing of the main technological equipment and equipment of effective equipment are used equipped with the newest internals, 
the engineering infrastructure; automation means and security control of the technological processes.
- designer supervision;
- supervision and commissioning & startup operations



Modular Equipment Packages 
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Degasifier Package D Gas Metering Package
is designed to degass formation water with hydrocarbon condensate and is designed to meter gas consumption. 
methanol traces.

Ejector and Heat Exchangers Package
TEG Regeneration Package is designed totreat gas to a low temperature separation.
is designed for TEG regeneration conc. 96,6% wt into regenerated TEG 
99,9% wt. Filter Vessel Package (Separator) 

is designed to separate liquid mixture for light and heavy phases.
Drain Tank Package  
is designed to collect liquids and mechanical impurities. Liquids & Mechanical Impurities Collection Tank Package
 is designed to collect liquids and mechanical impurities.
Filter Separator Package 
is designed to purify natural gas from liquid and mechanical impurites. Separator Packages

are designed to catch hydrocarbon condensate and methanol water 
Fuel and Startup Gas Reduction Package from natural gas.
is designed to reduce fuel and startup gas.

Electric Dehydrator Package
Regenerated TEG Tank Package is designed for a deep oil dehydration and desalting.
is designed to accumulate regenerated TEG and pump to absorbers. 



Direct Heated Oil & Gas & Water Separator Package  – NGVRP heating , ventilation and fire alarm systems in the package, condition of 
Direct heated oil & gas & water separator package – NGVRP the main and pilot burners is accomplished by APCS software .It includes 
(HeaterTreater) is designed to treat oil and formation water in the field. control cabinet with a controller,  automated operator WS, spark ignition 
Heater treater provides: cabinet.
- an intermediary stage of degassing of wells production,
- oil preliminary dehydration and separated water purification, Second type Heater treater
- deep oil dehydration to commercial standard. Second type Heater treater is designed for heating, deep oil dehydration 
Heater treater may be operated in the cold microclimatic region and desalting. The unit has a heating section with a heater with two 
conditions with an absolute temperature up to minus 60°N. The unit is burners installed in two burner tubes and a section of oil electric 
installed in the open site. dehydration. It has a limitation on water content of emulsion at the inlet 

3 not exceeding 20%. Preparation of formation water in such a unit as well Heater treater package is a horizontal unit with a volume of 110 m  with 
as in any other electric dehydrator is not stipulated. elliptical heads, two smoke tubes, piping, valves and instrumentation, 
Heater treater application advantageswhich main part is located in the package.
- At a high water content of production of the wells NGVRP packagetype Heater treater is completed with automation system including operator 
PC replaces the system of conventional units NGSV (Oil Gas Separator WS.
with Water Discharge) + PFH (Package Fire Heater)+I S (Oil Sump)+FWS 
(Formation Water Sump).First type Heater treater
- At oil water content not exceeding 20% NGVRP packagetype PN First type Heater treater has a heating section with a heater with two 
replaces the system of conventional units NGS (Oil Gas separator) + PFH burners installed in the two flame tubes and a section of coalescence with 
(Package Fire Heater)+I S (Oil Sump).a thin layer highly efficient coalescer. 
- self-contained software and hardware adapted to integration into a Operational Principle
multilevel automated technological process control system.Gas liquid mixture comes throughthe inlet nozzle on the top of the 
- Application of the heater with diffusion burners which provide a more apparatus and enters gas-liquid inlet and distribution unit (heating 
uniform heating of a flame tube (unlikeinjector burners applicable in section) where an initial gas and liquid separation occurs. Free water goes 
conventional oil heaters and foreign analogues).to the bottom of the unit. Water in oil emulsion enters flame tubes for 
- It is supplied ready to use which minimizes site installation.heating. 
NGVRP packages are commissioned in PWGU of BS- 2 Vachimskoye As a fuel for heater an associated oil gas is used. 
Field, Field Office Bystrinskneft JSC Surgutneftgaz, Sugmutskoe Field, In the section of coalescence the emulsion passes through the penals of 
Field Office Muravlenkovneft, JSC Gazpromneft in CPF Ust-Tegusskoe corrugated polypropylene plates located close to each other and forming 
Field, TNC-Uvat LLC. a a large coalscencent surface that provides an effective emulsion 

separation.
Control and regulation of technological parameters (temperature, 
pressure, oil level, interface level, water content in oil at the outlet), 

Modular-Equipment Packages 
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Shell and tube heat exchangers Single flow mountable (OOI ?)
  
Horizontal and vertical heat exchangers type ON, OE with fixed tube sheets Multiflow (OOI )
and expansion joint on shell

Demountable small sized (OO?I )
Horizontal and vertical heat exchangers type HN, HE with fixed tube sheets 

Special  units  for thermal  energy  facilities
and expansion joint on shell

Steam water heaters type STD
Horizontal and vertical heat exchangers type EN, EE with fixed tube sheets 
and expansion joint on shell Water heaters for thermal networks type VVP

Horizontal and vertical heat exchangers type IN, IE with fixed tube sheets Network water heater type PSV
and expansion joint on shell

Surface low pressure heaters type PN
Horizontal condensers type EP with floating head

Fuel oil heaters type PI
Horizontal heat exchangers type OP, refrigerators  type HP with floating head

Water-to-water coolers of vertical type I V
Horizontal heat exchangers with U-tube bundle type TU

Water-to-water heat exchangers of capacity 5-10, 20-40, 80240  and 400 t/h
Evaporators with steamspace with floating head type EI  and U-tube bundle 

Steam-to-water heaters with floating head type PP
type IU
 Steam-to-water heaters of capacity 25, 50, 100, 200 e 400 t/h
Heat exchanging units for increased temperatures and pressure with floating 
headand expansion joint type TRK. Drainage condensate water-to-water coolers of horizontal typeI G
  
Double pipe heat exchangers Devaporizers type I VA

Single flow non demountable (OOI I ) Vacuum deaerator devaporizers type I VV

Heat Exchanging Equipment

Kurgankhimmash LLC manufactures heat exchangers designed for heating, condensation and evaporation of media. The 
equipment maybe installed in the enterprises of oil chemical, oil refining, chemical, gas field of production, thermal energy and 
thermal supply and nuclear stations. 
Heat  exchanging equipment is manufactured with plain and finned tubes with inserted intensifiers. The units, their joints and 
components maybe manufactured from carbon, low-alloy, austenitic, duplex steels as well as from titanium and brass. 
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Oversized and thick walled equipment
with a weight up to 180 tons 

Kurganhimmash became the first enterprise in Russia among targeted The technological process is located in the sole line and stipulates transfer of 
enterprises to apply production method of oversized and thick wall equipment the unit from operation to operation by metallic guides along with application 
without cranes application.  of roller supports.  
This method is successfully used in the European countries – Italy, Holland A new line includes a heavy equipment production site, a site of bead blasting 
and Sweden.  treatment, site of hydraulic tests and painting sire.  The line includes the 
It will let increase the volumes of the manufactured equipment: diameter  - to newest equipment: welding portal with a fully automated unit manufactured in 
3 600 mm, overall length – up to  30 000 mm, wall thickness – up to  120 Finland, thermal oven as well as lifting jacks for loading of the ready product 
mm, mass – up to 180 tons. by an automobile and railway transport. 

Kurgankhimmash has launched production  of  oversized and thick wall equipment.
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Oil gas separators NGS Flare separators
are designed for oil degassing and associated gas purification in are designed for extraction of drop liquid  from flared gas.

3oilcollection and treatment units. Capacity — 4; 25; 60; 140 m  
3Capacity — 6,3; 12,5; 25; 50; 100; 150 m Gas to liquid cleaningefficiency — up to  99%.

Nominal pressure — 0,6; 1,0; 1,6; 2,5; 4,0; 6,3 MPa.
Oil gas water separator NGVR-P-1,6-125-2-I

Oil gas separators with water discharge type NGSV is designed for oil separation from gas and water in the oil field 
are designed for separation wells products into oil, gas and water in oil treatment units.
and gas treatment units on the oil fields.  

3 Vertical and horizontal electric dehydratorsCapacity — 25; 50; 100; 200 m  
Are developed jointly with JSC VNIINEFTEMASH . They are designed Nominal pressure — 0,6; 1,0; 1,6; 2,5; 4,0 MPa.
for deep oil evaporation and desalting. They may be developed and 

3Three phase separator TFS supplied to a sole oil productivity from 3 to 300 m /hour.
is designed for degassing and discharge of free water before heating 
ovens. Main advantages:

3 - decrease of the consumed electric power by 4-5 times;Capacity - 100 m  
- tiny explosive protective power sources with equipment package;Nominal pressure - 0,7 MPa.
- high voltage oil-free current leads;

3 3 - prevention from solid sediments of the internals.Oil separation units with gas factor up to 1500m /m
 - Inlet separator 911-E .00-000 —for preliminary gas separation from oil, 

3 Oil and Water Wash Tanks capacity 100 m ;
are designed for water and oil purification from admixtures.  - Demister separator 911 /1-E .00-000 – for separation of drop liquid 

3
3 Capacity — îò 20 äî 200 m .from gas, capacity 50 m .

Working pressure — 0,6; 1,0; 1,6; 2,5 MPa.Are installed in the process train on booster pump stations. 

Natural Gas Drying Absorbers  Screen gas separators 3Capacity — 54,5 m .are designed for a final cleaning of natural and oil associated gas from 
Working pressure — 7,5 MPa. liquid (condensate, hydrate growth inhibitor, water) in pretransportation 

gas field units , in underground storages and in gas and oil refining 
plants.

3Capacity — 0,8; 1,6; 4,0; 8,0; 16,9 m

Centrifugal Vertical Separators 
are designed for oil gas purification from drop liquid in gathering 
systems and oil treatment units on oil fields. 

3 3Capacity - 0,5 m  or 2,5 m

Separation and Column Equipment  

Kurgankhimmash LLC manufactures separation and column equipment designed for usage in the process  units on gas, oil, oil 
chemical   and oil  refining facilities. 
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Separation and Column Equipment

Rectification Columns Absorption columns
- atmospheric columns; - CO & H S amine gas sweetening absorber;2 2

- vacuum columns; - glycolic gas dehydration absorbers.
- catalytic cracking, hydro cracking fractionation columns.

Gas fractioning columns 
Strippers - deethanizer, depropanizer, debiutanizer. 
- diesel fractionstrippers;
- gasoil fractionstrippers. Condensate Stabilization Column 

Columns manufactured by Kurgankhimmash LLC (with different types of internals with a diameter up to 3400 mm and length up to 65 m) 
may be used as the main process equipment at absorption, desorption and rectification as well as for gas cooling, moisturizing and 
purification).  Different types of trays - perforated, cap, packed, grid, valve, etc. are located inside the column units.
Equipment diameter — up to  3400 mm, working pressure — to 16 MPa, Operational temperature — from -60 to +300 °Ñ, volume — to 

3200 m , weight — to 90 tons.
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Main Pipeline Equipment  

Vertical steel cylindrical tanks for oil storage, oil products and Couplings and repair adapters for main pipelines 
the other non aggressive products are designed for repair of welding girth joints of the pipelines, defects of 

3 geometry of pipes surface, inadmissible defects of the main materials of - Capacity from 100 to 100 000 m
pipes. - Are executed by method of sheet by sheet and roll assembly under special 

projects with different roofs: stationary (without pontoons and with 
Liquid drainage filter screens pontoons), floating.
are designed for protection of pump and the other types of equipment from - Material version of steel structures of tanks depends on detailed operating 
mechanical additives while transporting liquid by pipelines in processunits conditions: stored product, climatic conditions, seismic activity on site, etc.
of oil refining, oil chemical, oil and gas fields of production.

Main pipeline pig launchers and receivers
Vertical/horizontal strainers are designed for launch and reception of pipelines cleanup and diagnostics 
are designed for purification of the pumped oil from mechanical additives, means are manufactured for climatic execution U and  HL for :
foreign objects, clay, wax-gum residue and scale which are formed during - Oil pipelines — NB from 150 to 1200 mm, pressure to 15,0 MPa; left and 
the repair and operation of the linear part of the pipeline.right;
 - Gas pipelines – ND from 300 to 1400 mm, pressure to 12,5 MPa; left and 
Dedusters with cyclone and centrifugal elements right.
are designed for purification of gases from dust in the sites of gas and oil In case of package the trap is completed with a tray, draw gear, jib crane, 
industry.platforms and the other equipment. 

Kurgankhimmash LLC manufactures special equipment for development, repairs and maintenance  of  main pipelines and oil  filling farms. 
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Underground drain tanks types EP, EPP Capacitive steel welded units 
are designed for discharge of residues of light and dark oil products, oil, are designed for reception, storage and distribution of liquid and gaseous 
lubes, condensate including water mixtures, from process networks media. Constructed of different types - VEE, GEE, VPP, VKP, VKE, GKK. 
(pipelines) and units. By Customer's request the units may be equipped with the internals and 

3 heating jacket and the internal heating.Capacity — 8; 12,5; 16; 20; 25; 40; 63 m .
Working pressure – no more than  0,07 MPa.

Tanks and vessels for light and dark oil products, above ground 
and underground, one and two walls.Capacitive cylindrical units for gaseous and liquid 
are designed for reception, storage and distribution of liquid oil products.  hydrocarbon media

- type 1 – horizontal for liquid hydrocarbon media with a volume from 
3 Capacitive ruibberlined units 4 to 200 m , for the nominal pressure from 0,8 to 2,5 MPa 

are designed for storage of liquid aggressive media.- type 2 – vertical for liquid hydrocarbon media with a volume from 
3   2 to 100 m , for the nominal pressure from 0,8 to 2,5 MPa

Agitatorunits including rubberlined- type 3 – vertical for gaseous hydrocarbon media with a volume from 
3 are designed to carry out different processes in liquid media with a 2 to 25 m , for the nominal pressure from 1,0 to 2,5 MPa.

3dynamic viscosity no more than 5 MPa with density up to 2000 kg/m .

Cylindrical  horizontal vessels for liquefied hydrocarbon 
propane and butane gases 

3- for liquefied butane – type BS with a volume from 50 to 250 m
3- for liquefied propane — type PS with a volume from 10 to 250 m  -

underground vessels for propane-butane storage NI I A, with a volume  
35, 25, 50 m

Capacitive equipment 

Kurganhimmash LLC manufactures different types of capacitive equipment including those with carbonic, corrosion-resistive steel, 
titan, special alloys with inner protective coating (gumming, epoxide enamles), etc. The equipment diameter – up to 3400 mm, 

3working pressure – up to 16 MPa, operational temperature — from -60 to +300 °N, volume – up to 200 m  , weight – up to 90 tons.
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Equipment for cooling, drying
and purification of the compressed air  
A wide application of the compressed air in the industry as an energy carrier for control system feed and control of technological 
processes as well as  for the other technological purposes determines strict  requirements to its quality. 
Kurgankhimmash LLC manufactures a special equipment for the best possible and proper separation of compressed air which prolongs 
life of of pneumatic systems.
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Ozonation equyipment

Kurgankhimmash LLC manufactures a high quality ozonation equipment (including complete) which is successfully proven in different 
\industrial facilities, in public service and laboratory practice. 

- Air coolers type OERAE and OER - Cooling machines for air drying
- Air filters-dryers FVOV - Cartridge air filters type FVP and their packages
- Heatless air heaters type I VB - Air collectors
- Air dryers heating type I VN

- Laboratory ozonizers type L - Airlift ejector type EEE
- Industrial ozonizers type P - Ozone thermo-catalytic decomposition units type OE
- Ozonizing units type R6 - Contact units I SV
- Ozonizing-filtering stations type I F - Ozone destructor DI
- Flooded contact bubble units type EBS - Disperser D-300



Àutoclaves

Kurgankhimmash LLC manufactures different types of autoclaves designed to accomplish processes at the changing temperatures and 
pressure. The equipment may be used in rubber, metallurgic, electrotechnical, radiotechnical, chemical or construction industry and 
the other industries. 
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Autoclave features outer heating jacket, coil, built in heaters, electric Autoclaves types:
vents. Vertical or horizontal version. Boyonet ring turn actuator, open- - treating;
close door actuators – hydraulic, hydraulic with a counterbalance. - curing;
Separate types of autoclave are supplied along with the automatic - autoclaves for the construction industry designed for a thermal humid 
process control system. processing of silica bricks or small cell concrete blocks in saturated 

steam media;
- autoclaves for food industry designed for tins sterilization;
- autoclaves designed for triplex glass production;
- autoclaves designed for wood modification;
- other types of autoclaves for specific technologies of the customer.

Water preparation equipment

Kurgankhimmash LLC manufactures equipment for water treatment designed to achieve content of suspended particles, hardness, 
microelements, oil and the other substancesin the water to the respective quality regulatuons required for industrial usage of water in 
the objects.

- Illuminating filters, one chamber, two chambers and three chambers - Sorbtion coal filters type FSU
type FOV - Absorption granular traps type FL
- Ionite parallel-pointing filters of the first and second type FIPa1 and - Acid agent hydraulic agitatorstype I GE
FIPa11 - Hydraulic lime milk agitator type I GI
- Ionite parallel-pointing filters of the first and second type FIPa1 and - Salt dissolvers 
FIPa11 for Na-cationization - Atmospheric pressure low headroom two stage deaerators
- Ionite parallel-pointing filters of the first and second type FIPa1 and - Atmospheric pressure deaerator - head including the increased one
FIPa11 for H-cationization - Vacuum deaerator type DV
- Cationization reverse flow filters Na-cationic type FIPr - Quartz filters



Implemented projects
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JSC GA ROMZP - Separators packages;
- Ejector packages;

Vyngayahinskoy Field (the Yamal-Nenets Autonomous District) - Vessel packages;
The following equipment has been produced and supplied: - Heat exchangers;
- Separator packages with flushsection S-1; - Liquid filters and the other equipment. 
- Degasser packages D-1;
- Absorber packages A-1; Prirazlomnoye Oil Field (Barents Sea shelf)
- Fitting packages; The following equipment has been produced and supplied:
- TEG fire regeneration packages; - Separator packages;
- Reflux divider packages; - Vessel packages and the other equipment.
- Pump packages;
- Capacitive, column, heat exchangingand the other equipment. Bovanenkovskoye Oil Gas Condensate Field 
 - Degasser packages;
Yuzhno-Russkoe Oil Gas Field  (the Yamal-Nenets Autonomous - Ftting packages;
District) - Vessel packages;
The following equipment has been produced and supplied: - Inlet line packages;
- separators; - Capacitive equipment, etc.
- flare separators;
- Liquid filters; Zapolyarnoye Oil Gas Condensate Field
- Drain tanks; - Separator packages;
- Absorbers and the other equipment. - Divider packages;

- Degasser-divider packages;
Achimovskoye Gas Condensate Deposits (the Yamal-Nenets Au- - Heat exchanging equipment;
tonomous District) - Separators;
The following equipment has been produced and supplied: - Capacitive equipment, etc.
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AK TRANSEFT JSC

JSC NK ROSNEFT

LUKOIL –WESTERN SIBERIA LLC

Kuibyshev Refinery 
- Heat exchanging equipment;  

3 - Capacitive equipment; - Oil tank farms Grushevaya , Zarechye (RVS-50 000 m , pig launchers & 
receivers); - Air cooler, air collector and the other equipment. 
- Oil transfer pumping station Palkino, Krymskaya, Taishet, Skovorodino, 

3 Talakanskoye Oil Field  (Yakutia)Kozmino (steel vertical tanks from 5 000 to 50 000 m , pig launchers & 
receivers) The following equipment has been produced and supplied:
- Special sea loading port  Primorsk (steel vertical tanks- from 5 000 to 50 - Separator packages;

3 - Vessel packages;000 m , pig launchers & receivers).
- Heat exchanger packages and the other equipment.- PIPLEINE OPERATION CONTROL STATION Samara, Subhankulovo, 

3Starolikeevo, Nurlino, Omsk (RVS from 5 000 to 50 000 m , pig launchers 
Tuapse Refinery& receivers).
The following equipment has been produced and supplied:
- steel vertical tank steel structrures.

 Vankorskoye Field  (Krasnoyarsk Region)
The following equipment has been produced and supplied:

The following equipment has been produced and supplied:- Direct heated oil gas water separator package;
- Separatorpackages;- Three phase oil gas water discharge separator packages;
- Absorber packages;- Gas separator packages;
- Degasser-divider package;- Flare separator packages;
- Flare separator package;- Bottoms pumping package;
Capacitive, heat exchanging block and the other equipment. Except that - Vertical steel tank ?AN-1000;
technical support of mounting, supervision and commissioning operations - Sales oil pumping package
was rendered.- Electric dehydrator package  YAA - 20;

- Flare unit OO I AN - 100/100.



Implemented projects
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SURGUTNEFTGAZ JSC

NOVATEK LLC TNK-BP

Vostochno-Tarkosalinskoye Field (Yamal-Nenets Autonomous 
District )

Fedorovskoye Field (Khanty-Mansiisk autonomous district) The following equipment has been manufactured and supplied:
The following equipment has been manufactured and supplied: - Absorber package;
- Absorber package; - Degasser package;
- Degasser package; - TEG regeneration package
- TEG regeneration package - Filter-Vessel package;
- Vessel package and the other equipment. - Separators, capacitive, heat exchanging and the other equipment.

 

Purovsky ZPK Ust-Tegusskoe Field  (Tyument Region)
The following equipment has been manufactured and supplied The following equipment has been manufactured and supplied:
- Reflux tank packages; - Direct heated oil gas water separator package;
- Surge tanks; - Three phase oil gas water discharge separator package ; 
- “Condensate-water”divider packages; - Two phase oil gas separator packages; 
- Tank-filter package; - Gas separator packages; 
- Columns; - Flare separator packages; 
- Reactors; - Senomanian water separator packages; 

3 - Formation water sump packages; - Ready products stock which contains 50 vessels with a volume of 200 m ;
- Steel vertical tanks RVS-2000 and RVS-1000.- Separators, vessel, heat exchanging and the other types of equipment.

 
Antipinsky RefineryYurkharovskoye Gas Condensate Field 
The following equipment has been manufactured and supplied:The following equipment has been manufactured and supplied
- Electric dehydrators;- Inlet line package;
- Reservoirs;- Separatorpackages;
- Heat exchangers;- Slug catchers;
- Gas separators;- Separators;
- Columns;- Liquid filters ;
- Oil gas and the other equipment.- Capacitive equipment;

- Ejectors blocks;
- Dividers package;   
- Gas-gas heat exchanger;
- Gas-liquid heat exchanger and the other equipment.
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-Low pressure associated gas  compressor unit ; 
- Propane  chiller  unit; 

Severo Urengoiskoye Gas Condensate Field - High pressure associated gas compressor unit; 
The following equipment has been manufactured and supplied: - “Gas-condensate-water” separator package;
- Air receiver; - “Dried  gas – NEG-condensate” divider  package and the other equipment.
- Air Mist separator-filter:
- Oil gas separator;  
- Flare separator;
- Methanol injection unit GPR 1; Kasimovskoe Underground Gas Storage (UGS)
- GPR divider package and the other equipment. The following equipment has been manufactured and supplied:

- Absorber's armature package  A-1;
- Multifunctional unit armature block I OA-1;
- Formation water degasser package;

Yaro –Yahionskoye oil gas condensate field - DEG degasser package;
The following  equipment has been manufactured and supplied: - Measuring gas separator package;
- Heat exchangers packages; - Gas separator armature package with a washing section S-1.
- Gas separator packages;
- Vessel packages;
- Divider packages and the other equipment.

Komsomolskoe Field Booster Station
The following equipment has been manufactured and supplied:
- Inlet flow separator packages;

Akshabulak Field - Condensate drum packages; 
The following  equipment has been manufactured and supplied: - Gas meter packages; 
- Deethanization condensate column package; - Surge tank packages; 
- Condensate stabilization column  package; - Liquified gas treatment unit drain tank & compressor station packages.
- Compressed gas cooling heat exchanger;
- Air drying  unit;

ZAO  NORTH GAS

ZAO GAZPROM INVEST YUG

ARKTICHESKAYA GAZOVAYA KOMPANIYA JSC

RN-PURNEFTEGAZ DKS

JSC NGSK KAZSTROYSERVICE (Kazakhstan Republic) 



JSC Gazprom JSC NOVATEKZAO AO NK Kazmunaineftegaz
JSC AK Transneft GK Rusgazinginiring AO GK Turkmenneft
JSC NK Rosneft JSC Kazanorgsintez JSC Kranoyarsk Aluminium Plant
JSC LUKOIL JSC Slavneft JSC Bratsk Aluminium Plant
JSC Surgutneftgaz JSC CHETSZ JSC Severstal
JSC Gazpromneft Emerol Ltd. RUSAL
JSC TNC BP Schlumberger Dowell JSC Coke
JSC ANK Bashneft Parsons Global Services Ink JSC Norilsk nickel
JSC Tatneft NHK Uzbekneftegaz

Main customers of products Kurganhimmash LLC  

The largest supplies of the products 
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Gas pipelines: Fields: Plants:
Ananiev – Izmail Achimovskoye Antipinsky  REFINERY
Zapolyarnoye  - Novy Urengoy Vankorskoye Achinsky  REFINERY
Pochinki – Izobilnoe Vostochno-Sakhalinskoye Kazanorgsintez
Russia-Turkey Tarkosalinskoye Kuibyshevsky  REFINERY
North European Gas Pipeline Vyngayakhinskoye LUKOIL-Volgogradnefteperabotka
Central Asia – Center Western-Malobalykskoye LUKOIL-Uhtanefteperabotka
ÑÐÒÎ – Torzhok Zapolyarnoye Nizhnekamsk REFINERY
Yamal – Europe Komsomolskoye NovokuibyshevskREFINERY
 Korchaginskoye (platform) Omsk REFINERY
Oil pipelines: Krapivinskoye Porovsky ÇÏÊ
Baltic pipeline system Luginetskoye Saratovsky REFINERY
MN Druzhba Meteoyakhionskoye Slavneft-Yaroslavneftorgsintez
Kenkiyak-Atyrau Nahodkinskoye Ufaorgsintez
Eastern Siberia – Pacific Ocean (ÂÑÒÎ) Perelubskoye Uralelecromed
Àòàñó-Àëàøàíüêîó Prirazlomnoye (platform) Turkmenbashysky REFINERY (Turkmenistan) 
Êåíêèÿê-Êóïìîëü Sugmutskoye Tuapse REFINERY

Talakanskoye
Oil transfer pumping stations and POCS: Ust-Tegusskoye Ozonators stations of preparation water and 
Kaleykono Urengoyskoye processing  drains and chemical technologies:
Kozmino Fedorovskoye Aznakaevo (Tatarstan)
Krymskaya Yuzhno-Russkoye Birsk  (Bashkortostan)
Palkino Yurkharovskoye Verkhnyaya Pyshma (Sverdlovsk Region.)
Skovorodino Akshabulak  (Kazakhstan) Zavolzhie (Nizhny Novgorod region)
Taishet Kenlyk (Kazakhstan) Kinel (Samara Region)
Tingovatovo Saygak (Kazakhstan) Kopeisk  (Chelyabionsk Region)
POCS Nurkino Nuraly (Kazakhstan) Mokrousovo (Kurgan Region) 
POCS Omsk Turgai (Kazakhstan) Nefteyugansk (Khanty-Mansiisk autonomous 
POCS Samara district)
POCS Starolikeevo Nizhny Tagil (Sverdlovsk Region)
POCS Sukhankulovo Novosibirsk
ÍÁ Grushovaya Cherny Otrog (Orenburg region) 
ÍÁ Zarechye Ozonation plant Baykal 
ÏÍÁ Tihoretskaya
ÐÏ Lopatino
Special sea charging port Primorsk  



Contacts:

Products Sales in Russia:

Trading House Kurganhimmash LLC 
Compressor Technologies Department (Moscow)
(Engineering and sales of modular compressor stations)
Tel./Fax: +7 (495) 651-67-20
E-mail: compressor@td-khm.ru
www.td-khm.ru

Oil Gas Equipment Department (Moscow)
(steel vertical tanks,  pig launchers & receivers, mainoil & gas 
pipeline filters, equipment for refinery, storage and transportation 
of hydrocarbons)
Tel./Fax: +7 (495) 651-67-20
E-mail: zakaz@td-khm.ru
www.td-khm.ru

Sales of products outside Russia:

Foreign Relations  Department of Kurgankhimmash LLC 
Tel.: +7 (3522) 47-75-94, 47-78-12
Fax.: +7 (3522) 47-74-50, 47-75-92
E-mail: oves-boss@khm.zaural.ru

OIl Chemical Equipment Department (Kurgan) 
(capacitive, heat exchanging, filtration, separation, column and 
industrial equipment) 
Tel./Fax: +7 (3522) 477-306, 477-489
E-mail: info@td-khm.ru
www.td-khm.ru

Complex Oil Gas Projects Department (Moscow)
(Packaged automated oil separation, dehydration and desalting
equipment including Heater-Treaters and packaged modular 
electric dehydrators, associated oil gas and condensate treatment units)
Tel./Fax: +7 (495) 651-67-20
E-mail: epc@td-khm.ru
www.td-khm.ru

Kurgankhimmash LLC
16 Khimmashevskaya str., Kurgan, 640007, Russia,
Tel.: +7 (3522) 25-58-33, 25-58-35
e-mail: office@khm.zaural.ru
www.kurgankhimmash.ru




